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to the rain-god, a sacrificial pyramid, a fortress, or
merely as a residence or lookout.
Far more interesting,, because it is in a better state
of preservation, is the so-called Temple of the Sun
or Kalasasaya, about one thousand feet from the
northern base of Akapana. Here the earth has been
formed into a rectangular terrace rising about ten
feet above the plain, and about five hundred feet by
four hundred feet in size. Around the four sides,
and spaced from sixteen to twenty feet apart, are
stone monuments or phallic columns fifteen to twenty
feet in height. In arrangement, form and every
other detail these columns are almost identical with
those of the temple site at Code in Panama. (See
Chapter VI.) But here the similarity ends. There
are no traces of the parallel rows of columns and
idols as at Code, and no evidence that such ever
existed at Tiahuanaco. Moreover, the temple terrace
at Kalasasaya was originally completely paved, al-
though all but a few of the stones have been carried
off. The same is true of the huge stone idols or im-
ages that once stood within the enclosure, and only
one immense, badly defaced idol still remains in posi-
tion, its calm but battered face turned toward the
rising sun. At the eastern side of the temple a broad
stone stairway leads from the surrounding plain to
the terrace. The steps, formed of single masses of
stone about ten feet in width by twenty feet in length,
are in a good state of preservation, as are the two
huge monoliths standing like sentinels on either side.
It is evident that originally many of the columns
surrounding the terrace supported lintels, timbers
or slabs of stone, thus forming portals, or perhaps a

